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Berlin, Germany, December 29, 2015 — /EPR NETWORK/ — Recently, a German 

gaming portal Automaten Herz (https://automatenherz.com) experienced an 

expansion, in hopes that the satisfaction of a lot more newcomers will be gladly 

met on the site. 

An extensive community of German players has been enjoying gambling games, 

slot machines and online roulette (https://automatenherz.com/roulett/) for many 

years, and now Automaten Herz has an exclusive possibility to provide this 

demanding audience with high standards of its services. 

One of the site’s top three goals is to provide an uneducated guest with an 

opportunity to learn about various aspects of online gambling. Be it an online 

casino or a slot machine (“spielautomater” in German) the site strives to provide 

extensive information about it all. 

A list of casino bonuses as a ticket to the world of amazing gambling possibilities 



There are constantly developing variegated bonus systems together with the 

best free casino games at automatenherz.com. 

Game titles and game features exist on the site, thanks to the efforts of Sheriff 

Gaming, WMS, Rival, Cryptologic, and NetEnt, which are well-known game 

developers and providers of classic slots and table games 

(https://automatenherz.com/spielautomaten-provider/). 

Due to such giants as Amaya, Playtech, Microgaming, and Novomatic, the 

Automaten Herz gaming portal adapts a modern, convenient, and user-friendly 

interface along with exclusive capabilities of gaming service, namely: 

1.the obligatory presence of a ‘free play’ option, which allows players to choose 

real money payment when they wish to, whereas all game features still remain 

available. All free slots have rules, some of which clearly specify the amount of 

possible winning for both non-deposit and prepaid gambling styles 

2. Automaten Herz invigorates its users by proposing them special games that 

become available at a particular time or exclusively within contests and 

tournaments. It is possible to join hundreds of representatives of international 

gambling business that demonstrate their skillfulness, manipulating with 

blackjack rules and the strategies of placing a bet 

3. Improved accessibility of gambling, which means every game has its mobile 

version. NextGen, ISoftBet and OpenBet were among the first game providers, 

who made the possibility of cross-platform and no-download free playing 

available. 

A variety of games and special propositions at Automatenherz.com 

There are such hits as Trolls, South Park and Mythic Maiden that rivet players’ 

attention above all. These games feature free spins and wild symbol as well as 

multipliers and bonus games. Also, for free play with Trill Spin, Hall of Gods and 

Robin Hood the user necessarily receives free spins, and therefore is able to 

develop a gambling strategy that best suits him or her. 

Most games, including Thief, Excalibur and Fortuneteller have autoplay option 

due to which players can save their time and continue testing their luck even 

without their personal involvement. 



Automaten Herz also features special offers, gift tokens and casino codes in 

order to promote users in their gambling eagerness. With such masterpieces as 

Creature from The Black Lagoon and Crusade of Fortune, as well as with almost 

all other games, the player will definitely find the way to a winning without 

having to get registered. 

At automatenherz.com, the players always are in reliable hands, while the portal 

helps them obtain a lot of positive impressions and fun. 

Contact-Details: patrick@automatenherz.com 
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